SHAPE PERCEPTION BOOKS

JP Axelrod  Pigs on the Ball
JP Blackstone  Bear in a Square
JP Dotlich  What is a Triangle?
What is Round?
What is Square?
JP Ehler  Color Zoo
JP Esbensen  Echoes for the Eye: Poems to Celebrate Patterns in Nature
JP Hoban  Cubes, Cones, Cylinders and Spheres
JP MacKinnon  Eye Spy Shapes
JP McMillan  Fire Engine Shapes
JP Murphy  Circus Shapes
JP Rogers  The Shapes Game
JP Serfozo  There’s a Square: A Book About Shapes

ALPHABET BOOKS

JP Ada  Gathering the Sun: an Alphabet in Spanish and English
JP Beaton  Zoe and Her Zebra
JP Bryan  Ashley Bryan’s ABC of African-American Poetry
JP Cohen  ABCDiscovery!: an Alphabet Book of Picture Puzzles
JP Demarest  The Cowboy ABC
JP Hughes  Alfie’s ABC
JP Kirk  Miss Spider’s ABC
JP Lester  A is for Salad
JP Martin  Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
JP Most  ABC T-Rex
JP Wilbur  The Disappearing Alphabet
JP Williams  ABC Kids
COLOR BOOKS

jP Burton
   One Gray Mouse
jP Cabrera
   Cat's Colors
jP Carle
   Hello, Red Fox
jP Ehlert
   Planting a Rainbow
jP French
   Oh No, Anna!
jP Hoban
   Colors Everywhere
jP Hubbard
   My Crayons Talk
jP Kunhardt
   Red Day, Green Day
jP Martin
   Brown Bear, Brown Bear: What Do You See?
jP Walsh
   Mouse Paint
jP Wilson
   Magpie Magic: a Tale of Colorful Mischief

NUMBER BOOKS

jP Anderson
   Tea for Ten
jP Barrett
   I Knew Two Who Said Moo: a Counting and Rhyming Book
jP Beaton
   One Moose, Twenty Mice
jP Dorros
   Ten Go Tango
jP Ehlert
   Fish Eyes: a Book You Can Count On
jP Hoban
   Let's Count
jP Hutchins
   Ten Red Apples
jP MacDonald
   Look Whoo's Counting
jP McGrath
   The Baseball Counting Book
jP Rankin
   The Handmade Counting Book
jP Schumaker
   In My Garden: a Counting Book
jP Stickland
   Ten Terrible Dinosaurs
jP Szekeres
   I Can Count 100 Bunnies: and So Can You!
jP Wells
   Emily's First 100 Days of School
jP Wilkes
   My Very First Number Book